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About This Game
FAST FACTS

Unique and uncompromising visual and sound experience
Explore Paris in 2050 through 5 unique levels
5 types of enemies with various attacks and strategies and two boss battles
Physical and stylish gameplay with no artificial padding
Optimized for 90 fps on a GTX 1060
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Fast loading
No micro-transactions, no abusive DLC
Direct contact with the development team: https://discord.gg/8aWuWck
Compatible Vive, WMR, Oculus
Your mission is to advance through the 5 levels of the game by destroying all the Artificials and ultimately disconnect the
Goddess, the temple of Moore. To complete your quest, you will be equipped with a high-tech and lavish arsenal which evolves
with the increasing difficulty of the game. You can discover these weapons in detail in the section Factory.
Each stage has been carefully crafted up to the last detail, a subtle blend of modernity and classicism, like a mid-21st century
Paris. The experience also includes multiple animation styles and special effects that reinforce the sense of immersion and
presence while participating in a storytelling. We also put a lot of effort into the overall fluidity of the game, optimizing each
3D object to guarantee a minimum of 90 FPS.
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Singularity 5
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Monochrome Paris
Publisher:
Monochrome Paris
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10
Processor: Intel i5-4590/AMD Ryzen 5 1500X or greater
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater
Storage: 5 GB available space
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Game is pretty fun until you reach the second mission and there exists a game breaking glitch where the website you are
supposed to visite is forever down for maintenance. Someone complained to a dev and he got mad.
Dude, you released a broken game and charged people for it, don't act like a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You're
the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. @start was vey good but then it became
boring :S. Company refuses to release new verisons of this game.. Bad, Crashes all the time.. Very fun and awesome game.
Works like a charm so far but there is one big issue.
ALWAYS ONLINE single player.
So if you dont have an internet connection you cant play single player career mode.
There are a few modes i've read you an play but you cant play the career mode.
So for game play wise i do recommend this game. But if i knew it was ALWAYS ONLINE to play singleplayer. I would not
have bought it and i wont recommend the game because of this. I hope this will be removed from the game.. Originality and
quality make this Indi a must have! try and see =)
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So it's a pinball game. Well, it's not that great one. I remember quite clearly that I switched my resolution to highest in the
options. Went to play it and it was the lowest. Ain't that fun. Another big problem is the registration thingy at first launch which
is just such a pain. All in all, it's clearly not the pinball game of your dreams.
Lil' sucky gameplay to go with the review.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ko2dqhaCMbk. Highly recommended 8-player game. This is one of the few couch games
you can play locally with 8 friends and have a blast. If you have the controllers and the setup, this is the game to play. It's
similiar to Bomberman but with tons of team battles and various modes. Played this game at PAX and just played it 5 hours
straight last night with some buds. Well worth your money!. One of the few RPG games that really want to play. The
Millennium - A New Hope has it all: interesting characters, dialogues, interesting locations and thoughtful story, which is rare in
most games of this genre.
Game of the studio Aldorlea Games, though the structure is similar to other games RPG Maker, but the original, addictive
game, I want to read the dialogue, it would be desirable to explore the world and its surrounding.
There's achievement, cards, SteamCloud.
Immerse yourself in the interesting world of adventure!. This game is freekin fantastic! I have not played it without the
Renaissance Mod so I don't know if it sucks without it. It's like the ultimate mod for Civ 5 - war with fantasy and magic, and
none of the bothersome crap like religion and making your pops happy.. This game was pretty fun, but only for about an hour.
Unlocks took a bit too long to unlock. I was already bored of my existing weapons by the time I got the new ones. The game
lacks any real ability to bring yourself back from poor performance so it misses out on the rush of a comeback that games like
Crawl do so well. Surviving a level was always overshadowed by "well now my health is low for the next level." The sheer
amount of enemies can be a little overwhelming so I always ended up missing the enemies that really mattered until it was too
late, which would be forgiveable if all punishments didn't hurt your entire run. I also may have been missing enemies because
the camera is not centered on the player, but enemies can still come from the short side of the screen which gives them an
arbitrary advantage. Ultimately it just ended up feeling like a slow crawl towards inevitable death and that crawl didn't feel
particularly engaging.. Played it for a bit. It is a neat concept, but it is pretty bland. I was hoping for a little more story\/drama in
it and maybe better humor. But I guess that is what you get for a cheap game like this.
Sadly I can't recommend this game. There are better fantasy visual novel games out there or better visual novels to themselves..
I'm very glad this game is not dead yet.
Yes, the population is low, but I still was able to get into a game at the time of writing and have a couple of pleasant matches.
Today I've killed few guys hipfiring my scout bolter in panic, I defended an objective alone, I supported my battle brothers.
The atmosphere of WH40k is so very strong in this piece of work, that details like fine pvp balance some people write about are
really not that important or relevant.
I'm here to ride a Rhino into battle, provide covering fire for my brothers while they storm heretic-held objective with the name
of The Emperor on their lips. This game, for a short while, gets me into the WH40k world, and for that I love it.
Yes, maybe there are better shooters out there, but is there a better WH40k shooter out there?
Hell no.
This is the best WH40k shooter known to man.
(If you know a better one, let me know in the comments please :). Ahhh nostalgia at its finest. Easily one of the best from the
original xbox, if you have not played get it now!. I really like this. It's not something I'd play more than once, but it makes for a
nice demo. The Halloween update was too scary for me. I would love to see a Christmas edition.
The checkpoint update:
Singularity 1.1.1 is finally live with the following highlights:
-Remapped and added checkpoints to avoid repetition of cinematics - get straight back into the action! Checkpoints that just
skip the introduction cinematic will not influence the score.
-LIV mixed reality compositing support (streamers please get in touch if you need support!)
-Added controls map to main menu
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Bug fixes:
-Fixed Arachnoid disappearing in level 4 when the hint to beat the shield phase appeared. A big thank you to everyone who
helped report this bug.
-Removed unwanted sound when starting or using checkpoint in level 4
-Fixed title display in level selection
-Fixed spelling in level 1 grenade tutorial. Easy mode update:
Easy mode addition
Hi everyone, the last Singularity 5 update added an easy mode to the game!
We wanted the game to be challenging, and we think it's best enjoyed when your virtual life is on the line! But we realise the
difficulty was a little steep for some players. Hopefully easy mode can provide a good training ground and help beginner players
or just those who want to relax and enjoy the game without stress.
Easy mode will reduce the number of ennemies, but it will half your final score.
This comes with a few bug fixes as well, you can now shoot the drone grenades normally to get rid of them.
Enjoy, and thank you for your feedback!
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